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Students stay

Female
officer
enjoys
patrol

BGSCI figure
tops average
by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

Editor's note: The information for this story was obtained
during one of the officer's patrols.
by Ellen Zlmmerll
staff reporter
As the only remaining female road officer for the University police, Pamela Scott
approaches her job with enthusiasm and dedication.
She came to the University
in 1961 to finish her education
and also got a Job with Public
Safety so she could continue
her police work.
Scott was put on third shift in
April 1963. r'l enjoy it as long
as I get enough sleep," she
said. Most of her job consists of
answering complaints, service
calls and making rounds on
fampns
Apparently she is doing a
good Job; she was recently
named Woman of the Year by
Outstanding Young Women of
America.
While working last Thursday
night, a call came over the
police radio concerning a fire
in McDonald West. Scott
flipped on the flashing lights
and hurried to the scene. She
arrived there at the same time
as the fire department.
The responding
and officers ran up the i
two and three at a time searching the building for
signs of smoke.
While nothing was found to
be wrong and the fire department let the girls return to
their rooms, Scott was not satisfied
She decided to Investigate
further and went up to the roof.

Special
meters
put
in
Free parking
in downtown
lots offered

BG News/Susan Cro*s

Pamela Scott
THERE SHE discovered an
unusually hot incinerator door.
Although there was no fire, she
surmised it was a fire that had
burned higher in the incinerator. Not being a fire expert, she
had maintenance alerted.
While waiting for the maintenance man to meet her, a report of a group of males near

Kreischer Ouadrangle, who
could possibly start a panty
raid, was heard on the police
radio.
With a slight smile, she
headed in that direction.
' 'Now that it's getting warm,
they (the students) are doing
weird things," she said
"That's why I like winter so

much."
When she arrived at the
dorm, she found two males
hollering up to someone's
room. But as soon as they saw
the cruiser, they ran back toward Harshman Quadrangle.
"All two of them... big
• See Policewoman, page 3.

New heart unapproved
TUCSON, Arix. (AP) - A new
type of temporary artificial
heart was tanpunted Wednesday
In a 32-year-old man whose body
bad rejected a transplanted human heart, authorities said.
The new Phoenix Heart was
given to a Tucson man, who was
not identified, and he was in
critical but stable condition after the three-hour operation was
completed about 3 p.m. MST,
Beigelsaid.
It was the first time the Phoe-

nix Heart has been implanted
into a human, and the device
was one of three mechanical
pumps rushed to Tucson when
the patient's condition began
A search for another human
heart for transplant has begun,
and the patient was being kept in
the operating room, which was
being prepared as an intensive
care unit, Beigel said.
The operation with the new
device was not approved by the

U.S. Food and Drug Administration, said Allan Beigel, a University of Arizona vice president.
THE FDA WAS "aware this
■ocedure has taken place," and
_e decision to implant the artificial heart "was in fact a medical
decision, not a university decision," Beigel said

e

"The agency is concerned by
the obvious disregard of regulations that occurred in this case,

Fraternity disbands
TKE campus house becomes available next year
by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter
The University's small group
housing allocation committee
has recommended that Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity move
into the Tau Kappa Epeuon fraternity bouse on campus next
year.
Fayetta Paulsen, assistant
vice president for Student Affairs, residential services, said
she hopes to make the final
dwjtr"fi before spring break.
The TKE fraternity disbanded as of last Sunday,
according to Judi Biggs, assistant director of SmaU Group
Housing and Greek Life.
"IT WASN'T like we suggested that their charter be
pulled but their national (leaden) looked at chapter operations and deddedft would be

The number of students who stay at the University for more than
one year is higher than that of the national average, according to
Richard Eakin, vice-president of planning and budgeting.
A study done by the American College Testing Program showed
' that universities average a 70 percent retention rate for freshmen.
Over the past 12 years, the average retention rate at the University
has been 77 percent.
Of the 3,56s freshman who enrolled at the University in fall of 1963,
78.8 percent returned for a second year. 1962 figures showed that 78.6
percent of 3,079 new freshmen returned to the University as
sophomores.
University retention of third
and fourth year students has
also exceeded national averages
in recent years.
Striving for 100 percent retention is not a reasonable goal,
Eakin said "Getting a college
education is not ideal for every
student," he said. "Some students will decide that the school
does not have a program to fit
their needs, or that their life's
goals can be satisfied in some
other way."
But there are several reasons
why a university tries to encourage students to remain for four
years of undergraduate work.
"Retention is important to the
Thirty-minute free parking
University, the state of Ohio and
will be available in four downthe individual student," Eakin
town parking lots beginning next
said. "By retaining students, the
Wednesday, Mayor Bruce BelUniversity can achieve its goals
lard said yesterday.
of education, Ohio will have a
A total of 30 special parking
more educated population and
meters will be '"■■twi'fd next
the student can achieve his life
Wednesday in the city's four
goals."
parking lots, located on Court
STUDENT RETENTION is
Street next to the First Federal
also becoming increasingly imBank, on the comer of South
portant as the number of high
Prospect and East Wooster
school graduates decreases.
Streets, on South Church Street
This number is expected to conbehind the Mini-Mall and on
tinue to decline through the
Wooster Street across from the
IMO's. according to Eakin. This
police station.
rilmtnishra the supply of new
Turning the handles on the
freshmen and increases the
special orange-painted meters
need to retain students for four
without inserting coins will give
years, he said
free parking for 30 minutes.
Eakin attributes the UniversiAdditional time will require putting coins in the meters.
ty's high retention rate to several factors. "I think that it is
because the University has an
BELLARD SAID the purpose
attitude of trying to help stuof the meters was to help downdents realize their goals," he
town merchants, who had comsaid
plained because shoppers
Eakin said be thinks that Uni'weren't going to put money in a
versity pre-registration and
meter (for 30-minute parking)
1
orientation programs have had
—1 to run in (to the stores) and
a positive affect on retention.
something."
''Studies have shown that stuifteen-minute parking medents decide whether they are
ters on Main Street downtown
going to stay on at a school
will be removed.
during the first six weeks," he
"Those meters were absoluT
said. 'Because of this, it is imtely useless. There was no way
portant what we do In the early
to patrol them," Bellard said
stages."
The 15-minute meters served
Trie students themselves are
the same purpose the new mealso a factor in the high rate of
ters will serve, Bellard said.
retention, he said. ^Students
The free meters will be inwho come to the University are
stalled on a six-month trial bastrongly directed toward a casis. If they are found to be
reer goal and are committed to
workable, more will be installed
getting a degree," Eakin said.
in each of the four lots, Bellard
said.
• See Retention, page 3.

best," Biggs said. She said TKE
alumni living in the Bowling
Green area have been notified.
But Mark Fite, national director of chapter services for TKE,
said a formal decision on the
chapter's charter revocation
will not be made until the August
national convention.
Mark Hober. Junior physical
therapy malor living in the TKE
house, said no members live
then now. He said the lndependents in the house thought about
starting a fraternity up among
themselves but discarded the
idea.
Fite said the University informed the TKE national headquarters in Indianapolis, Ind,
one week ago that the University
chapter had lost housing privileges on campus for next year.
The TKE's have been on a
two-year probationary status
since October, HO, because

they could not fill their bouse,
Biggs said. They were given an
extension until Feb. 15. (after
the first three weeks of rush),
but still were unable to fill the
house with fraternity members.
NOT ALL fraternities who
lose their on-campus housing
lose their charters, since that
decision is made by the national
organisations. Biggs cited
Lambda Chi Alpha and Alpha
Tau Omega as two fraternities
who still exist though they were
moved off-campus after last
year.
The two fraternities vying to
gain control of the TKE chapter
house axe Lambda Chi Alpha
and Phi Gamma Delta.
Members of Phi Gamma
Delta (the FIJI'S) colonixed at
the University during the 1961-82
academic year. They received
the charter for their chapter in
March, 1964.

and it is waiting to hear the facts
from the university," FDA
spokesman David Duarte said in
Washington.
He said the agency could have
several responses, ranging from
sending a strong letter ofreprimand to the university, disqualifying the principal investigator
from any future programs in
which the FDA is involved, or
the FDA could take the matter
to court

Sun ahead in South
fcy T«ran Tarantfno
staff reporter

\J£SlJ*S& mSEm towSways to

head south in search of aunand warmth.
Many students are probably taking It for
tra^ that the w*etheTwmb«b«^tifulwben
may arrive. However, for those who prefer a
weather, toe.
The Airmnac, 1966,

assess

totbo Abnamc, Region 4-which Includes the
restitocePlorfcta-wiUbeciwandwarm

vary wgrmnwhantJ^mf^apat wasJwr)
iipredcted. it it predicted that the drive home

■wtaajfttB
nm&*g*}mn&.
for students who are atejfag to OWo

or
nearby, the weather •otto* ki not as goad,
according I* the Ahnanac, but.there_U • warm-

Spra

REGION 7, the Greater Otto Valley, wffl be
deering by Saturday and getting warmer. Unfortunately, the Almanac predkts rain, snow,
sleet and cold by the llmai&lasting through the
IJth. Take heart-clearing aad warmer temparatures are predicted ty Satnniay, March 16.
The forecast for northernTSJlo k not much
better, although the snow and rain are predicted
not to hit the region until next Tuesday. Snowy
weather wffl enTbr Friday, buttbTchence of
rain hVatSD vary high throngh the weekand,
accordtagtotheAinuwac
D one question* the credibility of the Aim*long term averages. Prey said his very accurate
ifapermntalmtotoaccota^
. craters to use the national
wtamerstetions'locatoTaround the counteyto
forecast snort term weather for an area.
HE SAID the Almanac haatraifr etitu the
obvious and analgne dates to tt. Tbefactttnd!
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—Editorial- ItNeurobiology:
explains the brain, but troubles the soul
No quota, no jobs

Why, when the automobile industry was just
getting in gear, did President Reagan decide
not to renew the import quota restriction with
Japan?
He said the decision was made in hope of promoting "free trade and competition."
We agree. It will promote competition, and the
price of an automobile - foreign or domestic - will
probably decrease.
But at what expense to the economy? It has been
estimated that about 200,000 U.S. workers will lose
their jobs because of Reagan's decision. The soonto-be-jobless workers will not only come from the
automobile industry, but the steel, glass and other
industries as well.
Where are Reagan's priorities? He is the president of the United States - not of Japan.
Reagan has received no assurance from Japan
that it would accept more American-made goods.
He should have realized what impact his decision
would have on all of the industries and the economy. If people aren't working, they can't buy cars
or even food.
As local businessman Al Smith said in yesterday's .News, "I don't know how they can keep
pulling jobs out of the U.S. and hope to keep the
economy at a decent level."
His statement expresses our sentiments exactly.
Smith also made mention of the fact that our
Japan trade deficit is huge - to a tune of (35 billion.
In the same article, University Professor Tsuneo
Akaha said, "... the lifting of the (quota) restriction will widen the gap."
So why do it? Reagan could have made the
decision the other way but decided against it. The
administration estimated that 4,500 workers would
lose their jobs.
Even if this estimate is more accurate than the
United Auto Workers' 200,000, that still leaves 4,500
people without an income.

by Qsorgs Will
It was a headline that arrested
the eye:
Einstein's
Brain Was
Different
Not news, you say? Wrong.
The news from neurobiology Is
large enough to subvent our
sense of ourselves.
Having obtained bits of
Einstein's brain from the
pathologist who conducted the
autopsy in 1955. a scientist at
Berkeley has discovered that
Einstein's brain had 73 percent
more "support cells" for every
neuron than are found in average brains. The Einstein samples reportedly came from the
part of the brain responsible for
'the deepest thinking'' - presumably the part we use to ponder
the infield-fly rule.
We are learning a lot - perhaps an alarming lot - about

what we are. Increased knowledge of the brain already has
brought a reduction of misery
through pharmacological treatments of such diseases as deSression and schizophrenia. But
bat knowledge seems to
threaten us - that inner something that makes us individuals.
It seems to portray us as merely
physical, as more comprehensible and quantifiable than we
want to be.
It was bad enough when Copernicus evited us from where
we think we belong: the center
of the cosmos. Since then, many
systems of thought have seemed
to imbed us stickily in the world
in ways that compromise our
sense of autonomy.
Darwin embedded mankind in
the mud of the planet that Copernicus had made peripheral. Darwin asserted a continuum
between mankind and lesser
(are we sure?) matter. The historicisms of Marx and others
asserted that political and social

change are governed by iron
laws of social evolution, not the
choices of autonomous human
beings. Freud said there are
within us uncharted depths with
their own turbulences.
Now comes neurobiology, suggesting ... what? It really does
not suggest that anyone with 73
percent more support cells per
neuron than average could have
said, as Einstein did, "Hey:
Increase the speed of an object
and you contract the passage of
its time." (Einstein was always
saying things like that, and may
even have understood the infield-fly rule.) Neurosciences do
not make such extravagant
claims.
In the current issue of the New
York Review of Books, Israel
Rosenf ield of the City University
of New York offers a balanced
assessment. Suppose particular
mental events - feelings, emotions - can be associated with
particular chemical events.
That does not mean that, say,

by Benjamin J. Marrlson
When I was a little boy, my
mother would stop me from
doing things by intimidation.
For instance, if I wanted to
bay a new, autographed baseball glove, she would tell me, "If
you spend all of your money on
the glove, you won't be able to go
roller skating."
So I would weigh the good
against the bad. I'd weigh now
badly I needed (or wanted) the
baseball glove vs. how badly I
wanted to go skating. Whichever
one had the most weight won.
All my mother had to do was
tell me what the consequences
were and I based my decision on
them.
It seems pretty logical,
doesn't it?
Didn't Ronnie Reagan's
mother tell him not to do things
because it would mean he
couldn't do others?
Well then, why didn't Reagan
warn the automobile industry
that he would let the Japanese
import at will if the companies
didn't lower their prices?
Granted, the automobile industry came off one of its best
years financially - if not its best
year ever - racking up $16 billion
in profits. It should have known
it was too good to last.
It is the industry's fault in a
way. But then again, it isn't.
It's the companies' fault because they should have been
satisfied making a decent profit
and keeping the government
happy, this' could have been
done by keeping prices down not charging upwards of $10,000
for the average automobile.
Some people will say that the
auto industry should make all
the money it can - it's a business. True, but if the prices get
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What has been learned about
brain functioning has advanced
therapy more than it has understanding. We can improve the
functioning of the brain without
really knowing how to explain
what is being done, aside from
the correction of a chemical
imbalance. As Rosenfleld
writes. "Just as we cannot know
the role an actor fa playing by
studying the basic electrical patterns in his brain, no analysis of
the circuits of a computer can
tell us whether the computer fa
playing chess or predicting the
weather." While it fa better to
treat certain mental illnesses by
administering drugs rather than
confining the patient to an immobilizing chair, "we should
have no illusions that we really
know what we are doing when
we use many of the therapies
administered today."
The chemistry of memory, the
chemistry of sorrow .... We
would feel diminished in dignity
by such ways of speaking. But
certain foods contain amino acids which pass into the blood and
alter moods. Indeed, simply seeing food evidently can trigger
physiological mechanisms that
produce weight increase. Gracious.

r

Ron's mother failed
so out of hand that people cannot
afford them, the big guy - the
federal government - will intervene, and the prices are going to
come down one way or another.
It's too bad the government
chose "another" in bringing the
prices down.
By not renewing the voluntary
automobile restriction with Japan, Reagan opened the door for
a flood of Japanese cars.
I can hear people now saying,
"but this will bring down
prices."
The prices will come down,
but unemployment will go up it's like a teeter-totter.
If Reagan would have told the
likes of Lee Iacocca to bring
prices down or else face Japan
free-wheeling in the U.S., the
prices would have come down.
There is that intimidation factor with everyone - whether a
child or a multi-billion dollar
giant.
I cannot imagine Iacocca saying, "Well, we re going to turn
our big profit no matter what the
expense to the American
worker." It's Just not the American way.
But what I can't understand is
how our number one American the president - in effect said
this. By letting Japan come here
unrestrained, he said the price
was more important than the
worker.
Why didn't he try to persuade
the auto companies to bring
prices down voluntarily? No one
can argue that the companies
wouldn't volunteer to do it because Japan volunteered (with
the influence of the government)
not to import as much.
Why, Ronnie? Didn't your
mother teach you intimidation?
Benjamin J. Marrison, a senior
journalism major from Wintersprings, Fla., is news editor tor
the News.

the feeling of love or patriotism
or whatever can be expressed as
a chemical formula. Neither
does it mean that when you read
"Hamlet" you should say, "Ah,
yes. This is the product of beautiful brain chemistry."

Human beings became comfortable with the thought of
themselves as creatures composed of flesh and blood and also"
something grander. Now neurobiology makes problematic the
idea that we are both bodies and
quite distinct minds or spirits.
The idea of "the ghost ui the
machine" may be yielding to the
idea that we are machines. Are
we Just the sum of the chemical
reactions bubbling within us?
Happily, the more we know,
the less we know. The more we
know about the brain, the more
we are awed by how much there
fa to know, not only about the
brain but about the totality of
creation that has culminated
(we are the culmination ...
aren't we?) in a gadget as intricate as man. The neuroscience
behind the news that "Einstein's
Brain Was Different" calls to
mind a recent Chicago Tribune
headline. It was a story about
the aftermath of the Israeli airlift out of Ethiopia: "20th Century Stuns Ethiopian Jews." I
know Just how they feel.

" TAKE OPF THAT 6TUPIO BOTTOM I

George Will is a columnist for
the Washington Post Writers
Group.

Letters
Editorial commits
error it criticizes
Although I agreed in theory
with your editorial comments
about Rep. John Galbraith's
sterilization policy for welfare
mothers (March 1), you make
an appallingly sexist remark
yourself: "Galbraith fa asking
poor young mothers to trade
their sexuality for a lump sum of
money in a one-shot deal."
This statement implies that a
woman's sexuality fa based on
her reproductive capacity: she
becomes a non-sexual being if
she gets her tubes tied. Perhaps
a better way of phrasing this
would have been: "Galbraith fa
asking poor, young mothers to
trade in their reprediicOve options for a lump sum of money in
a one-shot deal."
AnnLarabee
228 E. Court St

Mac cafeterias
lack consistency
Miss Van Deventer fa not
alone in her complaints about
the McDonald cafeteria. There
are many of us who wonder why
the "line ladies" are forced into
counting meatballs (6), onion
rings (5) and even raviolis (8);
who wonder why they are always running out of our "favorites;" who wonder why there

are no forks; and who wonder
why there are so many people
working in the place.
The first measure (counting
fries, etc.) fa an obvious cost
control measure, which only
serves to slow up the lines.
We've yet to see workers at
Prout or at the Commons count
fries. Why are we so fortunate?
Is Mac cafeteria so poorly managed that it fa actually losing
money?
Why hasn't management figured out that spaghetti and ravioli are more popular items
than Mexican rice casserole or
Espinach quiche? There's always
lenty of quiche and casserole,
ut we frequently run out of the
"favorites.1' Through the many
years of serving students, one
might think that the system
might figure out what fa and fa
not popular and order and plan
accordingly: Why do we get fish
13 times a week anyway? We
were once told we should come
to dinner a little earlier to avoid
these "stock outs," but who
wants to eat dinner at 4:00 p.m.
every night?
Mac cafeteria claims the reason we must use plastic silverware fa that all the real stuff has
been stolen. That implies that
each of us has a place setting for
six in his room. Can there be
that much missing silverware or
are the dishwashers not working? Management could offer a
silverware-return Immunity at
the end of each semester in
hopes of getting some of it back,
or maybe they would Just prefer
metal detectors at all of the
exits.

The fourth point fa one that
has bothered us for some time.
Why are there so many people
working in the cafeteria?
Grantea, students need jobs, but
wouldn't cafeteria overhead be
reduced if the number of employees were reduced? The
price savings for students might
offset the need for a Job for a lot
of students. We students are
capable of bussing our own tables (a system commonly used
throughout the country and at
such notable places as UT, OSU,
OU and Miami). Why should
Bowling Green students be so
privileged?
Our final concern lies within
the management of the cafeteria
itself. These are the same people
who came up with the Valentine's Day cookies which lauded
"yourSpecial." (If they cannot
even find that little mistake,
should they even be allowed to
work for an institution of higher
learning?) Most of you who eat
in Mac cafeteria will have noticed the high turnover of managers. Lately, we've been
averaging about one new manager every two to three weeks.
Is this necessary? It's no wonder
things are so poorly managed there's no continuity in management. As Miss Van Deventer put
it, they truly are uncaring. We
may be a captivated clientelle,
but we still pay for the service
and we ought to be treated with
some courtesy and respect and
not as if we were a bunch of
Junior high school students who
need watching over all day.
Thank goodness for the line
ladies and cashiers; at least
they are generally friendly and

courteous, but Mac cafeteria
has some serious management
problems. University Food
Services needs to solve these
problems and bring Mac cafeteria into line with the other cafeterias, and improve its whole
operation before it tries pushing
its slogan on us again, for Mac
Cafeteria truly DOES NOT DELIVER SMILES!
David Day
811 Offenhauer West
and 49 others

Respond
The BG News editorial
page fa the campus forum for
issues concerning the University and its community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, double-spaced and signed. Your
address and phone number
must be included.
Letters to the editor should
not be longer than 200 words
and columns should not be
longer than 500 words. Cartoons may be any size.
The News reserves the
right to reject submissions we
consider to be in bad taste,
malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject
to condensation, and opinions
printed do not necessarily
reflect those of the staff.
Please direct submissions

to:

Editorial Editor
The BG News
1«J Uafverstty Hall
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New freshmen phoned
composed mostly of University
tour guides, Campus Fact line
operators and other students
who are involved in campus
activities and are knowledgable in a variety of Universityrelated facts.
THOSE INVOLVED in the
program are trained to answer
the kinds of questions which
prospective freshmen frequently ask.
"Most of the questions are
concerning housing or financial aid," said Kerry Foldenauer, admissions counselor.
"They usually ask questions
like, 'What are the dorms
like?,' or 'Can I choose where I
want to live?,' and 'Can I pick
my roommate?,'" said
Tammy Booth, Junior elementary education major arid tour
guide. Booth worked for the
Phone Power" program last
year. She recalled that the
most unusual question ever
posed to her was by a student
who wanted to know if she
could bring her dog to campus.
"Last year, we placed 2,646

by Carolyn Moody
reporter

The University's Office of
Admissions has been serving a
dual purpose these past three
weeks. Not only his It been
processing applications from
prospective freshmen, but it
has - with the assistance of SO
undergraduates - been involved in the office's "Phone
Power" program.
The program, currently in
its second year, is designed to
reach as many of the prospective freshmen as possible to
aquaint them with the UniversityAccording to Tom Glick, associate director admissions,
the timing of the phone program is important because
housing contracts are mailed
to prospective freshmen in
early March and "we want
them thinking about Bowling
Green in a positive sense."
The current undergraduates
chosen for the program are
PoliCeWOmail

calls and this year we made
over 4,200 calls," Foldemauer
said. "Our matriculation rate that is the percent of students
admitted to BG who actually
enroll - has risen and we are
very happy with the program's
progress.''
QUESTIONS THAT the staff
cannot answer are referred to
a group of "resource personnel" from various academic
areas as well as the offices of
Housing, Financial Aid and
Admissions are available to
assist in answering questions.
One prospective freshman
was especially delighted when
Booth called her.
Booth recalls that the freshman girl was from a small
town and had never been outside of it. The student was
anxious to see the campus, but
wasn't sure where she could
stay. "I offered to let her stay
in my apartment and she accepted the offer," Booth said.
"I am going to enjoy helping
her get acquainted with the
campus and just showing her
around. I love doing this.

(Continued from page 1)

panty raid," she said and
laughed. "Now if they were
smart, they would have walked
away and pretended they didn't
know what was going on," she
added as she drove away.
Many of the night officers get
to know most of the night guards
on a personal basis. Scon said
she likes building a rapport with
them. She said this is an advantageous relationship in case a
night guard ever needs help.
SCOTT, 24, SAD) being so
close in age to the students helps
her relate to them better. T'I
know the age and some of the
stuff they're going through."

She began her career in Ada,
Ohio, and later obtained a job in
Alger, where there were nine
police officers.
When she left two years later
to attend the University, the
force had dwindled to two -just
herself and the chief. She was
putting in 60 hours a week between the two jobs.
Things were not much easier
for her at the University.
Besides working for Public
Safety while she was a student,
she was also involved in many
campus organizations.
Scott finds it ironic that the
money the Criminal Justice Organization collected while she

was president was eventually
used to purchase the CBs that
were Installed in the cruisers
last semester.
SOME STUDENTS wonder
where the University's jurisdiction lies.
University officers have Jurisdiction in the city, however they
usually remain on or close to
campus.
Because of this special jurisdiction Scott said she believes
the University officers' role differs from that of the city officer.
"We (University officers) are
unique. We don't do as much
dealing with domestics. We try
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APPLICATIONS FOR
FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIP
Deadline: Tuesday, March 19,1985
Office of the Vice President for University
Relations
The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was established in 1973 in recognition of Frazier Beams, Sr. and his distinguished service in
the broadcasting industry and as a member of Congress and as a trustee of Bowling
Green State University.
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to pursue
careers in public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting, journalism, political
or governmental service, public health, community service, law or some other
public affairs field). A rising senior is a student with a minimum G.P.A. of 3.2 who
will attend BGSU for two semesters of his/her senior year, and who will graduate no
sooner than May 1986. Each fellow will receive $1500. Fellows will be selected by
a committee composed of BGSU faculty, a vice president of the University and a
representative of the Reams family. The selection of fellows will be based on an
initial screening process and further review which may include personal interviews.
The application form and all support matrials, including letters of recommendation,
must be submitted to the Office of the Vice President for University Relations-Mileti
Alumni Center by 5 p.m. Tuesday, March 19, 1985.
Recipients will be notified prior to any public announcement of the awards which will
be presented at a luncheon on Tuesday, April 16,1985.
Applications available in the Office of the Vice President for University RelationsMileti Alumni Center or in the School of Journalism office, 103 University Hall.
BPBPPBPBBPPBBISBBIHIIBIBI

Winter gives the blues
by Caroline Langcr
staff reporter

1 -2-3 Bedrooms
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us
pay your heat, gas cooking, water and
trash pick up.

*
*
*
*
*

Priva te en tran ce
Single story
Laundry facilities
Quiet living
Children & pets welcome

OFFICE LOCATED
1097 Varsity East

353-7715

HOURS:
Monday-Friday 9-1,2-5
Saturday 10-12

* ASK ABOUT OUR MOVE IN SPECIAL

tend to be at each others
throats."
Shortly before spring break,
students are "fed up" with
school work, Wagner said, "and
having profs pile on the assignments fust adds to the frustration."

Cabin fever and winter blues
are two factors affecting student
Keystone said this boredom
morale, according to a Univerand depression could even cause
sity peer adviser.
some students to get violent and
"When the weather is bad,
commit vandalism.
students stay in their rooms
"NERVES TEND to get on There are also more parties and
instead of going out or going
end when students don't go out- other general noise In the resihome," said Jem Eyestone. peer
side and work out their frustra- dence halls when students do not
adviser at the Student Wellness
Center, "and they may end up
tions," Janice Wagner, go out and this can be aggravatfeeing trapped and complain
McDonald West resident ad- ing for other residents.
viser, said, "and roommates
about cabin lever."
People are less likely to feel
completely healthy because of
staying indoors, Eyestone said,
and they also tend to over-eat.
Many students suffer from
"floating anxiety," the feeling
The automatic crossing gates at the Clough Street crossing of the
that something is wrong, but Conrail
tracks began working at noon Wednesday, David Barber,
they do not know exactly what it public works director said.
is, Eyestone said. This feeling
The city had asked Conrail and the Ohio Department of Transporseems to be more common dur- tation (ODOT) for crossing gates several years ago. Stop signs
ing the "bad weather" season installed by the city at the crossing had aroused controversy
and could be a symptom of "win- because ODOT said traffic control devices could not be installed by
ter blues."
the city on the crossing, which is legally the property of the railroad.
Boredom is another factor ODOT bad granted a waiver allowing the signs to be installed, but
which brings down the morale of they have now been taken down.
students, Eyestone said, beLocal residents had complained during the installation of the gates
cause they do not really want to that the control structure to one side of the gates blocked motorists'
view of oncoming trains.
The crossing has been the site of several car-train accidents
resulting in serious injuries to occupants of the cars.
to solve situations and find out
Retention (Continued from page 1)
what happens afterward," Scott
said.
"This goes a long way to help us "It would also improve our record keeping to make it possible
achieve our retention goals."
to have computerized tranShe said University officers
scripts on demand. Students
ALTHOUGH RETENTION at
often try to counsel and help
would be able to see how they
students. "I think it is our func- the University is high, efforts to
increase the rate of success are
tion, and it should be.
Eakin also added that the Uniongoing. "One of the hazards of
knowing we're doing a good Job versity needs to work harder to
"They (the students) don't
make sure that the financial
is thinking that we can relax.
have people to call. The people
But we have to continue to do needs of students are met are not there that they need for
our best to help students be through University, state or fedsupport. They are totally depeneral programs.
successful."
dent on this University. Our
"Based on the data which we
"We need to bring our spring
function is a service. Scott
well in the
and summer semester registra- have, we are doing
said. "But we are still police
tion and orientation programs area of retention,,r Eakin said.
officers and we do make arup to the same par as those for "But our goal is to do even
rests," she added.
fall registration," Eakin said. better."

Rail gates working

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS:
Deadline for the Tues., March
19 edition (first after Spring
Break) is Friday, March 8, 4 p.m.
CIass i fed and Display

CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS
505 CLOUGH STREET
NEXT TO STERLING AND DORSEYS
PHONE 352-9302 (ANYTIME)

CHECK THESE SAVINGS FOR NEXT YEAR
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
$145.00 per person per month
(4 person apt. occupancy)

t VARSITY SQUARE APTS.
fr

go outdoors when the weather is
bad and they feel that there is
nothing new to do out there
anyway.

INCLUDES
(AT NO EXTRA COST)

* ALL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING
*
*
*
*

FREE CABLE TV
TWO BEDROOM, 1 % BATH APARTMENTS
PARKING AT YOUR FRONT DOOR
THREE MINUTES TO CLASSROOMS, AD
BUILDING, STORES

* FLEXIBLE PAYMENT TERMS
* LAUNDRY IN EACH BUILDING
Ask about our special summer rates.
Campus Manor is under new ownership and management.
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Hope to overcome JLA llnx

BG to play at Joe Louis Arena
by Steve Quinn
assistant sports editor

Joe Louis Arena has been
about as good to Bowling
Green's hockey team as the
Rose Bowl has been to Big 10
teams - not very.
In Central Collegiate Hockey
Association post season play
over the past three years, the
Falcons, now 21-19 overall, nave
a 2-4 record at JLA. Even last
Sear as national champions,
iey couldn't win either the
semi-final or the consolation final.
This year they have played
twice in the Great Lakes tournament, losing to CCHA champion
Michigan Sate, 3-1 and MichiKn, 12-5. However, Paul Yseert believes his team will
have an advantage over tonight's opponent Lake Superior
(25-14).
"It really helps that we played
there (JLA)," Ysebaert said.
"We've already been there and
they haven't played there yet.
We feel real confident too."
In the other semi-final game,
Ohio State will meet MSU after
BG's 5 p.m. matchup with LSSC.
THE BUCKEYES, now 18-192, earned the right to the semis
by defeating Western Michigan.
8-7, in a two-game, total-goal
series in overtime. Bruce Tulotson wasted little time in giving
his team the win with just 40
seconds expired.
The Spartans, 35-5, had little
trouble against Miami, winning
the series, 4-3 and 7-1. To say the
least, they are loaded with talent.

First team all-CCHA sophomore Craig Simpson leads the
Spartans in scoring with 30 goals
and 51 assists. The 18-year-old
center is said to be one of the top
Cspects for this year's draft in
National Hockey League. A
Los Angeles Kings scout has him
in the top five.
Including Simpson, MSU has
six players with 40 points or
more. They have strong goaltending in Norm Foster, who
sports a 2,79 goals against average.
Bob Essensa, normally the
Spartans number one goalie,
sustained a season-ending injury when he put both hands
through a plate glass window,
requiring surgery on his left
hand.
However, BG will not have to
worry about either team until
after the game with the Lakers.
THE FALCONS are working
on a six-game winning streak,
four of the games coming at the
hands of Illinois-Chicago. The
two most recent wins. 7-5 and 72, coming last weekend in a
total-goal series.
"It's not your typical sixSame streak," BG head coach
erry York said. "Two of the
wins gave us home ice advantage and two kept us going to Joe
Louis."
The Lakers are coming off a 31 and 7-6 series win over Michigan last weekend. In four games
with the Lakers this season, the
Falcons have split, winning 5-1
and 9-1, and losing 5-4 and 6-4.
Offensively the Lakers boast
second team all-CCHA center
Allan Butler. Butler has 27 goals

and 32 assists, totaling 59 points;
four better than his career best
at LSSC.
Returnine for the Falcons is
George Roll, a former Oshawa
Junior B teammate of Butler's.
Roll suffered a broken acromial
process, a bone at the tip of the
shoulder, and was not expected
to return for the season.
"It's good to have number 15
back," York said. "His contribution could be pivitol."
YORK SAID Roll will only see
spot duty, and will leave Rob
Urban at left wing with Ysebaert and Dave Randerson.
Urban responded well when he
filled in at Roll's position last
weekend when he recorded four
goals and one assist in last Saturday's game against UIC.
For his efforts, Urban earned
CCHA player of the week.
Ironically, his brother, Jeff,
had four goals and one assist on
Saturday in a high school sectional game. Jen's team also
won, 7-2.
"I called my dad, and he went
crazv," Urban said. "It's so
freakish. It's something that
doesn't happen every night.
"I began feeling confident after the first Chicago series
there," he said. "I played more
shirts than I had played the
whole year. Going into the playoffs, I knew what to expect.
(York) showed a lot of confidence in me, and now I've got a
lot of confidence in myself.
However, the past indicates it
will probably take a lot more
than confidence to win at JLA.

Sports Cap
SWIMMING — The men's
swim team concludes their
season this weekend at the
Mid-American Conference
championship meet hosted by
Ohio University in Athens.
BASEBALL — BG begins its
season in Florida this weekend
with Nazerath College tonight
at 8, and Tiffin University and
Slippery Rock tomorrow at
9:30 and 12:30, respectively.
SOFTBALL - After dropping
their first four of five games in
the Mardi Gras tournament in
New Orleans, La., the Falcons
travel to Columbia, S.C. They
begin the road trip against the
University of Connecticut Sun-

day at 12:00 p.m.
GYNAMSncS - The Gymnastics team, who own a 9-5
record, conclude its regular
season today at Lexington,
Ky., against the University of
Kentucky.
MEN'S TENNIS — BG opens
its season tommorow at Armstrong State in Savannah, Ga.,
then travel to Amelia, Fla. to
compete against Virginia Commonwealth.
MEN'S TRACK — The Falcons
will travel to Charleston, S.C,
to compete In The Citadel,
Monday March 11.

Postpone
SPRING
BREAK
until after you
hear the

WEfSHAVERS
at Howard's
club H

15% OFF

ON ARTIST SUPPLIES
WITH THIS AD!

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$270-furnlshed
Plus gas & electric.

$265-unfurnished

Landlord pays water & sewage
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnlshed
$200-unfurnished
Plus electric.
Landlord pays gas heat, water & sewage
Free membership to Oterrywood Health Sp« w/leue

214 Napoleon Rd
Bowling Green, Uhlo
352-1195

55points.
Rounding out the second
team are Western Michigan
goaltender Glenn Healy, finishing just five points behind
Essensa, MSU defenseman
Dan McFall and forward Tom
Anastos, Ohio State defenseman Mike Rousseau, and
Lake Superior's Allan Butler.
Dan Dorion, last year's most
valuable player runner up to
Paul Pooley and first team
selection only earned honorable mention.
MSU coach Ron Mason was
named coach of the year, receiving six votes.

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
LARGE APARTMENTS

• Furnished • Two bathrooms • Garbage disposal
• Dishwasher • Laundry facilities available
■Plenty of extra storage spaceLocated on corner of S. College and 6th

Call 352-3841, 12-4 p.m. or 354-2260
John Newlove, Real Estate

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and |
career advancement are the rule,
I not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR
♦Heat *Water
*Cable
*Trash Removal
All included
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
OF $10.00 PER MONTH IF
LEASE
IS SIGNED BY MARCH 31

400 E. Napoleon

352-9135

9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by appointment

QUQDQNQE

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included'gas heat*laundry facilities
•drapes«carpet»party & game room
•swimming pool'sauna
$270-furnished
$250-unfumished

ceiving four votes, while Simpson and Miller each received
two.
While Bowling Green did not
place anyone on the first team,
it did have one second team
and three honorable mention
selections.
With three first team votes,
forward Jamie Wansbrough
earned second team honors,
while forward George Roll,
defenseman Iain Duncan and
goaltender Gary Kruzich were
given honable mention.
BG'S PAUL Ysebaert earned
rookie of the year honors receiving six of the possible nine
votes. Ysebaert has recorded
23 goals and 32 assists, totaling

Locations available just 6 blocks from campus

4105 Secor Rd. - Toledo OH
474-5797

.1 Yen

Five Michigan State hockey
eyers dominated the first
m all-Central Collegiate
Hockey Association list, selected by the conference
coaches. First team votes were
worth 10 points; second team
votes five points, and honrable
mention votes received two.
The first team list from MSU
included goaltender Bob Essensa, defensemen Gary
Haight and Don McSween, and
forwards Craig Simpson, the
only unanimous selection and
Kelly Miller.
Rounding out the first team
is niinois-Cnicago forward Ray
Staszak. Staszak was also
named player of the year, re-

This Weekend

ARTIST SUPPLES
CUSTOM FRAMING
PAINT - WALLPAPER
CARPET - HARD SURFACE
DRAPERIES

Meadowview Court
Apartments

Spartans head all-CCHA list

INVITES YOU TO THE

pfcTTY O' MADNESS
d
PARTY
REAL IRISH DINNER including corn beef & cabbage,
boiled new potatoes & carrots served all day and all night
long

Keg O'Green Beer served all night
352-1092

11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

/sVKl
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"GRAND REOPENING OF THE PATIO WEATHER PERMITTING" -J "J Q N. MAIN

News Brief s^=
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Private business helps lure GM

Five Mexicans found shot, one dead

Farm bill to undergo major changes

WKXLIFFE, Ohio (AP) - The head of Bailey Controls Co. says he
is offering to sell equipment at half price to General Motors Corp.
because he thinks private industry should do its part to attract the
Saturn plant to Ohio.

NEW BRAUNFELS. Texas (AP) - Five Mexican nationals were
found shot near a rural road yesterday, and one died of his wounds,
authorities said.
The four other victims, ranging in age from 16 to 21, also were
taken to hospitals in San Antonio, where two underwent surgery,
officials said.

COLUMBUS (AP)-A hurry-up House bill to help provide loans to
marginally-destitute farmers in time for spring planting apparently
will undergo major changes in the Senate next week.
Senate Agriculture Chairman M. Ben Gaeth, R-Defiance, said
yesterday be cannot support the House version, as be had expected
to do. Gaeth objected to several provisions, including those which
restrict loans to small farmers and place what he considers
unreasonable limits on the amounts of loans.
The emergency bill, which passed the House 95-1 Wednesday,
seeks to make $100 million available -through certificate of deposit
purchases - to local banks for farm loans at reduced interest rates
which, in effect, would be subsidized by the state.

Marion Keves, president and chief executive of Bailey Controls
Co., said he thinks Ohio has a chance to land the $3 billion auto plant.
And the way to get the plant is to go after it and not just leave it to
politicians and the public sector.
"I think that (corporations) damn well ought to get on the
bandwagon," Keyes said.

Cant Jack Dean, an investigator for the Texas Rangers, said
details on the case were sketchy.
"Sounds to me like they were shot on the side of the road," Dean
said. "Maybe a coyote (alien smuggler) dropped them out there. But
we just don't know right now. We don't even know who found them."

Classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS; ec- PER LINE. $1 SO MINIMUM CHARGE PER DAY 36-40 SPACES PER
UN6; 50" EXTRA FOR BOLD TYPE CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS $5 45 PER DAY; 1 NCH
H0BEMEKT8 ONLY. 7 UNE MAXIMUM PER AD ADVERTISING DEADLINE TWO DAYS IN
ADVANCE BY 4 P M CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS RUN THE FIRST DAY FREE OF CHARGE;
SUeSEOUENT ADS CHARGED BY REGULAR RATE SCALE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT
SCHEDULE APPEARS AS THE FIRST LISTING EVERY OTHER TUESDAY
March 8. IMS

LOST LARGE GOLD COLORED V-SHAPED
NECKLACE attached to brown string. LARGE
CASH REWARD
CONTACT CAHMEN 2-

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

5828
LOST
Stie 8 opal ring wrthree diamonds If round
PLEASE cal 2 4239 Reward

A meenng concerning Morltelton on the Innac
Ught and Sound Currant, aa given by LMng
Master Darehan Singh (preeenoy m Ma). wfl
be praaantad on Sunday. March 17. 2 30 to
3:30 PM . n the Unharalty ol Tolado IriterfeJth
Cantor. 2088 Brookdale Road ladtooM to tha
weetside ol campus, mat south ol Bancroft
Ava) Thaae toachaigs ara non-eectarten and
•Ufa ara no chargaa Fraa Kereture w* be
aiejeafaaj For more Information, contact: BM
Carlson. 11399 St Aubh. Apt 2. Hamtrsmck.
Ml 48212. Ph {3131388-9281 after 6 PM

FOUND Savant coats and rackets let at
Haw asm Party on Fab 22nd at the Four D's
Hat To Claim cat 354-8287 or stop at 148 S
Summit.
FOUND LAST SEMESTER IN BOWLING ALLEY-MEN'S GLOVES Contact ma at 2 -5828
mhay ara yours

RIDES

ATTENTION AMA MEMKRSII
A SPECIAL THANK* TO ALL OF THE
COMMITTEE MEMBERS WHO HAVE
WORKED SO HARD THIS SEMESTER. YOUR
EFFORTS ARE GREATLY APPRECIATED
HAVE A SAFE, HAPPY SPRING BREAK- SEE
YOU WHEN YOU PET SACK.

BG intern needs ride deny to/from Toledo
Southwick Mai area Mon.-Ffl starting March
25th-May 10th Wng lo pay Cat. 384-7844

SERVICES OFFERED

ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS
COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSON FOR PHRJJP
MORRIS CAMPAIGN FOR 1MS-18B6.
CONTACT JON HARDSNO AT 162-1H4

Al your typing needs
Prompt and proreeeJonal
352-4017 Clara

ATTENTION AMA MEMBERSI
SATURDAY MARCH 23 BOWLING FOR CRC
5 OPENINGS. CALL JENNIFER ROACH
184-1226

FOUTS TYPING
Superior quaMy on a Xerox memory writer
*1 00 page (da) On campus pick-up (M-F|
4 00 pm 889-2679

Omkron Delta Kappa National Honor Society
Applications available In UAO office, 110
Admin. Bklg 410 Student Services. Due
March 32nd- UAO Office.
Student Organizations Directory Updated
Second Edition Listing over 150 organuatlorw
available now m Student Actwtvee Office 405
Student Service*
Tha University Bookstore war be t
Saturday March 9 and March 18. 1985 during
Spring Break The University Bookstore wB
ateo be closed March 11 through March 15.
1985 lor the annual physical inventory We w*
return to regular hours on Monday. March 18.
1985

Attention Florida Bound Oeytona 8
Barb. Barbie Amy. Fluff. Kartene. Flea Ann. and
Honda
Sleeping n. tha beach, partying and Man for a
sold weak- Sounds good to mel Oaytone wB
never be the seme Let the tun began
Louayej, Lota
Attention Mom. the Puppy. Spamaral
la potyselei resty dangerous?
at spam reefy food?
Are you ready to party? Oaytone
Saa you Miara' You know
BRENDAN COAKLEY
HAPPY SPRING BREAK
RELAX AND HAVE FONII
LOVE. DANA
Bran DeWuff.
The brothers of ATO wish you a happy birthday
and hope Ha a great start lor your break
CATHY AND OREO.
CCINQFtATULATIONS ON YOUR ALPHA
OAM-OELT LAVAUERING GET PSYCHED
FOR A BLAST H FLORIDA' LOVE. KATHY
Cindy. Lynne and Tammy.
THANK YOU so much tor tha surprise party.
You mads my birthday extra special thai year.
one I w* never forget I realy appreciate the
eftorta you put into getting the party together
You guys are the beat land you sura know how
to keep a secret!) Have an oxceeant spring
break
Love ya. Linda
PS Thanks, also, to Don for hie decorating
Ctowne-JutolersfUN!
Hoyai rtarwtafofd Circus
Tlekats only 84

GRE "QMAT PREPARATION
STANLEY H KAPLAN EO CTR.
3550 SECOR RO . TOLEDO
1419)538-3701

Cams and "show off your Ian" Thursday,
March 21 In the Grand Ballroom with Alpha
XI Delta. Delta Tau Dene, and Iha Wet
Sharera.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
20 mass from Bowing Green Bring your
papers etc to us. or sand in the mal 423 S
Mam, Foetons. Oh 44830 Call now! 4356824

Congratulations to tha ATO double racquefbal
team ol Michael Jackson and Steve Barbteri on
your fin* win Tuaaday.

Abortion, pregnancy teats
student rates
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo
419-255-7789

LOST & FOUND
Claas Ring Found
Cat to identity
372-5771

TYPING SERVICES
15 yrs. experience term papers, letters.
reeumee. 1-865-2240 Reaeonetoal rate*

Found St Christophers m Unrv Bookstore
Cal 372-2851 or stop at Bookstore office to
identify
HELP' MY BLUE/GREEN SLICKER WAS MISTAKENLY TAKEN AT THE SAE-DG BEER
BLAST ON FEB 23 IN THE NE COMMONS
MY CAR KEYS AND HOUSE KEYS WERE IN
THE POCKET IF YOU HAVE IT, PLEASE
RETURN IT TO THE DELTA GAMMA HOUSEVERY IMPORTANTi

Pregnancy Problem?
Fraa teats I help.
HeertBeat ol Tolado
1-241-9131.

PERSONALS
ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO
HAVE A WILD AMD CRAZY BREAK

Dabble.
Georgia * going to be wonderful I can't wait
Queea whet? I love you1
Love. Steve
Me*,
Ready tor ukuleles, roeer skates 8 tons of tun??
The day has Unary come" Stolen Island,
Central Park. Fifth Avenue, the ghetto WE
ARE THEFC1 TO HELL with Florida' NYC IS
THE PLACE TO BED
. Love. Annie
ENJOY SPRING BREAK ON THE WHITE
SANDS, OF THE OULF OF MEXICO AT
THE MARINER INN
BEAUTFUl BEACHES. NEAR ALL FORMS OF
ENTERTAINMENT ON OKALOOSA ISLAND
CALL OR WRITE FOR RESERVATION
208 SANTA ROSA BLVD .
FT. WALTON BEACH. FL 32548.
19041 243-7158
10% OFF WfTH THIS AD
(3 NT MIN REQUIRED)
OFFER GOOD UNTIL MAY 20
(EASTER WEEK INCLUDED)
HARSHMAN DINING HALL
4pm.-8pm.F0R DINNER
MCDONALD DINING HALL
4pm.-«pm. FOR DINNER
MID-AM ROOM
•pnvMIDNIGHT
RE-OPEN MARCH 7

GYRO'S

Cranker's Eats & Sweets

LAMBDA CM ALPHA QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
LISTEN MY CHILDREN AND YOU SHALL
HEAR OF A MtONIQHTS RIDE INDUCED BY
BtUX

HOW. PoeRd.

353-1890
FREE DELIVERY

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA CONGRATULATES
DUKE SLATER AS SERGEANT Of ARMS ANO
CAM. BROOKS AS POSTMASTER

19*4 12-apeed Fiai Saggers vi mint condition.
: pern, aloy rime 384-7388

Many thanks to Kevin Hepnar and the mat of
tha coordinators of the Phi Kappa Tau BasketPol Marathon tor a tob we* pone'
MSXEQ AND JEFF H
THANKS FOR BEING OUR DEVOTED FANS'
LOVE. THE GOLDEN PERANNAS

Head an apartment tor Fsl 86 only? Only S110
a month, krsa than a block from campua Cal
Laura at 384-8680

Pat Murtc. Van can drive aoatnt
Sat/ HsSTllMllI Hair* fun In Europe! Don't
target fo bring bad. Iota end Iota of presenfslt Love, Maph

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY One roommate tor
the real of the semester, mala or female. Own
room. $130 a month. S Summit Street CM
384-7748 Aaktor Pal or Brian

PUDOIN' HEADS GOtN' TO PROMII
LOVE. YOUR KAPPA SIQ BROTHERS
Raa Ann WeaverAre you ready tor the best spring break yet?
We've only been waiting a year. Let's make our
tast tana tha beet time' Love ya. LOTS
PS. I promise II hong on to my I D's
SAM B'S HAPPY HOURS- 4 TO 6pm
IF YOU ARC 21, WE WILL BE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOUI
Spu,
Happy 20th A party at tha bear garden. Oh my
God! wa Osytona be the same- w* wa ever be
the same? Remember the pact, ya It**? Get
peyched' You know1
303 Love. Flaunl-lt
STEF BIANCht—
HAPPY 2«Wl BIRTHDAY!! JUST THINK, THE
PARTY CAN LAST AN ENTIRE WEEK IN
DAYTONAI ENJOY YOUR DAY AND DON'T
•TART DMNKfNO TOO EARLY!
LOVE, MOM, DAD, DEB 8 STEVE
SUCROSE
Congratulations on your Alpha XI DelteThata CM lavallerlng to Paul Degrandla
Low, The sietera of Alpha XI
Susan Ann CerrolCongratLaaBorw on becoming s Rho Chi' I'm so
proud of you1 II be back to see how you do.
but unw thai day I'm gong to make your He a
syarg he*" Love. Lore
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPS1L0N
HANK THE FOLLOWING MERCHANTS FOl(
THOU HELP IN OUR HEART FUND ORIVE
MCDONALDS
RUDY'S HOT DOG
DAIRY QUEEN
SAM B'S
NOSEL ROMANS BO DRIVE THRU
PAGLIAIS PIZZA PISANELLOS

THE SMOTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON
fHANK THE FOLLOWING MERCHANTS FOP]
THEIR HELP IN OUR HEART FUND DRIVE
SSX
STABLE
MARK'S
J.NEWLOVE REALTOR
SUNDANCE
BEN FRANKLIN
KROGERS
PONOEROSA DOMINO'S KAUFMAN'S

"THE CLOSET" QUOTES ARE COMtNOI ARC
YOU RCADY TO FACC THE MUSIC71
Tim.
Have a greet break, but don't gal too
obnoxioua Steve
TRfCIA. PUMP, COE-HOE. LYNARD * WHIT,
TODAY'S THE DAY, IT'S FINALLY HERE,
MEN. THE BEACH, THE SUN AND BEER.
IT'S TUBE TO PARTY AND HAVE SOME FUN,
LOOK OUT FLORIDA HERE WE COMEI
I LOVE YOUS QUYSI JUDES
P.S WHIT- I KNOW YOU'RE ONLY GOING
IN SPIRIT AND PICTURE, BUT DON'T GIVE
ME THAT FUNQA FACE BECAUSE SPRING
IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER!
Positions s alar ii for to aturge isuiaaaneK.s
poaMona Preaident/Vice-Prealdent poejeone.
408 Student Services Be pert of YOUR
governrnant.
WM FOUR TICKETS TO THE MARCH 28
HALL ANO OATS CONCERT AT CENTENNIAL
HALL" BUY A RAFFLE TICKET FROM A BGSU
HEALTH CARE CLUB MEMBER TODAY!

WANTED Re,—m, tor Fs« II Sprint 88.
Greet location, one btoefc from campua. Own
tkadroota. Call 384-7647 tor more QotaHa.
Roornmete needed tor Spring/Summer
Apt. Comer of S Cosege A Napoleon.
near drive-thru noeaonapts, Cal Don
or Demon 364-8141.

HELP WANTED
Baby sator, my home, hours approximately 412. Must have own transportation, must be
dependable. Cal 12 4 00 353 9363
Caring volunteers needed 3 hours weekly
Wood Co Humane Society Close to campus
362-7339
DO YOU ENJOY WORKING WITH CHILDREN?
ARC YOU A CARING. SHARING. CREATIVE
PERSON? CONSIDER A SUMMER CAMP
STAFF POSITION:
SUPERVISOR!
WATERFRONT STAFF (WSI, BOATmHi)
SPECIALISTS:
OUTDOOR EDUCATION
ARTS * CRAFTS,MU8IC,DAAMA,SPORTS,
COUNSELORS
CONTACT:
AnkafleM Day Camp-Camp Wlee
Jewish CoaamunRy Center 1805 Mayltotd
Road
CISISISIIII HesaWie. Ohio 44111

PoeMon open tor lame* WSI el gals summer
camp Back River Ranch, Croawel. Mich
1313)878-2606.
Progressive company seeking ambMoua tnoV
vtduej tor summer employment. Exoeeent expe
hence tor the buelnaeaminded IndMdual
pursuing a business degree WR Involve the
coordaiehon of outings and special events
Minimum of two years of undergraduate study
and Rexejle hours a must Sand personal
attoirnaBun or resume to: Ossiaje Lake Person
net Dopt. 1080 Aurora Rd. Aurura, OH
44202
RADIO BROADCASTER
Hrtng Now! Cal 471 -1440
Joe cKCfstaflflS- 3H*SB taa
•Type.Pert-lime typiet needed for a quick copy operation Must be able to type a iMremum of 60
wpm. textx* hours avaaable Apply in person at
Klnko's 325 E Wooatar
Valuable Su
r E.perlence!
Couneeky Positions Open
Independent Ivtng program for gate with primary oaMbaty of mental retardation Cal (218)
892-2018 or «»: MDEP. Inc. 487 CaMn Rd
Richmond Hta . OH 44143
$10-8380 Weekly/Up Malng Circulars' No
bosaae/guotaal Stooarary nterealed rush sen
addressed envelope Dept: AM7CEG. PO Bos
830. Woodstock, 1-80098

Edited by Tnrtc MtcM Jiff*
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Semeeter lessee a esarill (Fan) S285'mo
include* TV I Catte Al uH . tuty turn 364
3182. 11-4

Apartments. Houses. Duplexes
Cat 354-2280 or 352-8563
John Newtove Reel Eatata
318 E Wooatar

Houaea A Apia for 1985-'88 school yeer
Smith Boggs Rentals 362-9457 btwn 124pm or 352 8917 after 8:00pm
Need F students to IB spta and houses Aval
now Neer campus Ph 352-7385
Apt. tor Rant tor Spring Semeeter.
2 bedroom, lully turn. apt. Heal. Cable T.V.
hookup, waist paid by owner. Close to
campua Call 162-7182 aek lor Rich
We still have a variety of rentals available lor next summer & school year. Call
J5UJSSI between l-6rjm. Tltm Realty.
Sleeping rooms avail Fum A unfurn Aval 2nd
semeeter Neat A dean Cal Newtove Mgmt
352-5820.
THURSTTN APARTMENTS
a>«rncT*»»3. FULLY CARPETED, CABLEVTSION, EFFIOENCY, LALINORY FAOLIT1ES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER A FALL.
451 THURST1N AVE 352-5*36
AIR

2 bedroom apta avsaame Dele 352-4380
ROCKLEDGE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm . fum apt.
dslhwaahar extra storage
Corner ol S Coeege A Sixth
Cal 352 3841 124 or 364 2280
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

For Sale. 4 Goodyear G70-15 Stoal Belled
RedW TVs*. Appro. 600 mess $200

2 BDRM. APTS. FURN. 8 UFaTutllL
* PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS
Motor utMNlea 8 cable TV fum.
1/2 block off campua.
Call Tom
Morvf rl 7a*HW0n 182487$
Era's S araakanda 352-1 MO

SPRING HEAT 85
When: Tuesday, March 19,8.00 p.m.
Where: Amani Room
How Much: 50*
rranaieoon.' Can you bekave Dave Rudolf veil be naval

2Bdrm. apt S. Main St., $280 plea utWIIea.
Call HO am 154-7288
HOUSES ANO APARTMENTS Close to C
pua tor Summer IMS and '65*6 school,
1-267-1341

NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR
'Two-bedroom apartments
'Fully furnished
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
and water paid by owner
'laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed
available
$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Located at Clough & Mercer Sts. 1 block
behind Mcl>>nalds Restaurant.
Call Rich at 352-7182

■
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RYE GOOD REASONS TO USE

"
'

Summer Leases Now Avaaable
Fkutjle leasing, pod. AC . I bedroom. $180
par month: 2 bedroom. 8210par month Cal
384-3633. 125

■

u
B

H+ &

SUMMER/FALL RENTALS
2 BR. FULLY FURNISHED APTS FOR SUMMER OR FALL- SJ««NG 1 BR . FULLY
FLWSSHED APTS FOR SUMMER EXCEL
LENT LOCATION BOTH AC CALL 3624966

200*6
II
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48
49
SO
51
52
53

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

>0
M
2
13
21

1

W Soli drink
35 Short, shrill
sound
37 Woodad
36 UbtquHoua owd
41 Conforming
42 Malanaaiaaial
43 Pastoral
45 Not markad up
44 R«t Kcount

CARTY RENTALS
House- 928 E Wooater
4 bedroom tor 8 students
Apia- 311 E Many St.
2 bedroom for 4 students
(Inc. heel, cable, water A sewage)
$130,eech $685'aameator
830 N. Summit S1267each
3 man apt*- 316 E Marry St.
Summer Fvsntala at Special Rales lor
Houses. Rooms -Apt*
Office Houra 11-4pmal318E Merry-Apt 3
or phone anytime for into 352 7385

FOR SALE

Honda 660 Ntoht Hawk 2400 ml, Rack.
Windshield. $1,800 352-6948 attar 8:30.
372-2395 days Ex condition
Honda C8400 800 ml., one yr. ok). $800
352-8948 after 6:30, 372-2395 day* El.
corvJeon

MIL1 CROSSWORD PUZZLE
DOWN
1 Scandinavian
ip'ita
2 Gaomamc nnta
3 inciinad
4 Roman house
hoMgodt
5 Sub-JCl lof
T. S Eliot
6 Soapbo*
orator, pat naps

Apta tor rani, phone 287-4841 (local cat;
sftor 7pm

Two Hah aqusnuma 20 A 30 gal roolron stand.
new pumps and Itoh $100 288-3635

u
ACROSS
1 Ught carriage
9 Chocolate
substitute
10 Border on
14 Deserve
15 Israeli coin
16 May or
ElUabath
17 Norse god
18 Powerful
parson
19 Social unit
20 Flowering
shrub
22 Illustrator.
of a sort
24 Writers ol
proas or poesy
28UpUttad
27 Letter procea
sor, for short
31 Bumee'lovely
ol Invernees"
34 More than uno
36 Heavenly twin
36 Pest
37 Crag
36 Short
38 Virgo mo
40 Neoteric
42 Brazilian
people ol yore
43 Busy chum
44 Sue of type
45 Tick or mite
47 Hswthorne
heroine
52 Of an okt Celtic
priesthood
55 Audibly
56 Lip
57 Mann's"
Kroger59 Type ol lemur
80 Fashion. In
Firanxe
61 Taking
advantage of
82 Foundation
Abbr
63 Spec aircraft.
tor short
64 Party man of
aeon
68 Bee follower •

FOR RENT

MARKETMG
ENTRY LEVEL
HMNQ NOW. CALL 471-1440
Job Exchange Smel fee

1AK.B0AR0 PRODUCTS Nona. Spartan.
Freedom RAF sees, others, dvecounte HI wind
sala. 178 South Broarlelgh, Cokanbua. ONo
43209

with purchase of 2 Gyro's

19.800 btu Kerosene heater w/keroeeno A
alorage tank. A tvtng room chair, both ska new
Beat otter Cal oves 352 1220

MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
W* train or experienced
hang now! Job Exchange
Cal 471-1440 Srrltoa.

288-3636

FREE Soft Drink

1875 Comet. 4 door. 8 cysnder. new tkee A
axheust Runs great 362 2122

K—mi pnoroihon PUBLISHING
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325 E. Wooster
354-3977
OPEN EARLY, OPEN LATE, 7 DAYS

(Across (rom Taco Bell)

BuLisrit all art off fhe wall?

Jriday"
-Tina laws MagazineCover

Look for these
upcoming editions of

Jridayr
The Best of Everything March 22
House Yourself in Style March 29

Friday takes time out to appreciate the art and artists that make
Bowling Green a little easier on the eye.

Musical Art
Amy Overly still likes to paint by numbers. Musical numbers, that Is.

3
The Art ot Potatoes
One University artist would rather paint spuds than mash them.

4

Don Henley

Friday music critic Mike Lawson gives a listen to this ex-Eagle's
newest effort.

7
Sketching
Cedar Point artists sell their craft all summer long.

And Much Morel
Cow:. . . . Friday cartoonist Don Lee offers hia own Impression of "off-the-wall" art.

■FrMiy/TMNII«lMl|IZlMASSlllllt EflMtr
Marcella Grande

Larry Dean Harris
ISSlltll.
Tim Dehnhofl

Liz Allen

Friday magazine is a weekly publication ot The BO Mews. 106 University Ha*. Bowling
Green State University, Bowkng Green, Ohio 43403.

Howard's club H
MARCH 8-9

Get in touch
with the
latest snow
conditions.
Call:

1-800-248*5708

Our toll-free 24-hour snow hot line lor
all the latest information on snow and
ski conditions at Michigan resorts and
ski areas.

\m.MICHIGAN
The
fastest-growing
profession
in America.
According to tfte U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
tha n—d tor oaralagahi la about to double.
Now it the rime to become a pan of this dynamic
profession... and there is no finer training available than at
Philadelphia! acclaimed Institute for Paralegal Training.
job in the city of your choice. We are to confident of the
marketability of our graduates that we offer a unique tuition
refund plan.
To leam how you can add market value to your
college degree, return the coupon or call toll free:
1-800-222-IPLT.

We'll be on campus April 2, 1985
Contact your placement office to arrange for an
individual interview or group presentation.

Friday

and

82 I20822B

Housing and
Merit Scholarships
available

Saturday

210 N. MAIN

NO COVER

THE INSTITUTE
FOR PARALEGAL
TRAINING
Approved by the
American Bar
Association

Mail this coupon to:
RB0
Institute for Paralegal Training
1926 Arch Street
Philadelphia. PA 19103
Please send • copy of your catalogue.
N™
MAtm
Cay
Co«*_

Sn

-Bp-

P"«"*»P

Phont_
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Amy Overly works to the Bounds of her favorite artist.

Music soothes
the savage
artist at work
by Beth Macv
Absorbed in the background melody of Donald Fagen's "IGY (What a
Beautiful World This Would Be),"
Amy Overly reluctantly says her goal
in life is to make the world a little bit
more beautiful. She even admits it
sounds corny.
The junior graphic design major
has a slightly different approach to
creativity: via music.
It's obvious that music is a major
influence in her work. An art class
assignment in shape repetition turns
out in an array of quarter notes. A
project in letter abstraction transforms the letter 'S' into a stereo. The
listgoeson. . .
The association, however, has her
perplexed. "It's really a trip that my
projects come out that way," she
said. "I guess it's just because music
is a major influence on my life."
"I like my designs to be more
colorful - 'hot' So many times, you
see words that aren't necessary when
the message could be relayed by an
image," she said.
When making her own designs, she
prefers to brainstorm ideas and create them while listening to music. She
even volunteers to bring in the mode
of listening, a "ghetto blaster," to her
design classes when her teachers
donToWect
"It (listening to music) makes you
more creative and relaxed than if you
were in solid silence," she said.
"It encourages you to put down
anything and everything that comes
into mind. The more thumbnails
(small sketches) you have, the more
successful your final design will be."

Originally a radio-television-film
major whose objective was to become
a deejay, 20-year-old Overly became
interested in her present major when
she took an art class as a humanities
requirement.
I received a lot of encouragement
from my art teacher," she said.
"Since I was planning on going into
tunes (to be a deejay), I guess my art
just comes out musically-oriented."
She gets up from the couch to "spin
another tune." This time,though, she
makes a slightly more psychedelic
choice. It's The Who, "5:1V'
Although she knows it will probably
take a few steps up the ladder of
, success before she can incorporate
music and graphics on the job ("album covers would be great fun"),
shell gladly opt to begin her career
working for a design agency, where
she can learn the ropes.
As for beautifying the world, she

■

During a brainstorming session,
Overly prefers jazz, which, she says,
is Inspirational and kind of "moveyour-shoulders."
Her favorite overall music is rooted
in the old classic rock groups like Yes,
The Who, the Rolling Stones, The
Beatles and Grateful Dead.
It's time for another song again.
This one's Van Morrison's "Moon
Dance." After that, shell scan her
crates of tapes and albums in search
of the mood she wishes to convey.
"Music really can control my
mood, whether I feel like being rowdy
or mellow. I wouldn't be happy without it."
Beth Macy Is a Junior magazine
journalism major trim Urbana, Ohio.
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2 bet when they weren't fighting.
Vikings with horn helmets had to stick
potatoes on the ends of the horns, so
as to avoid eye pokings to fellow and
lady Vikings." -Jack Handey
Artistic appreciation is a funny
thing, fluctuating with the vagaries of
historical and social temperament.
Might Rembrandt have scoffed at
Picasso? Who knows. Art is relative,
subjective, interpretive and a thousand other adjectives with the bottom
line that it can't be labeled as good or
bad except by the individual. Some
people might look at two pink potatoes
on a skewer and see nothing more
than a pointless waste of good trench
fry material. Still others might look at
that same configuration and see God.

Lynn Johnson's art studio in 105
South Eppler looks like the aftermath
of an exploded rainbow: colors, colors
and more colors. Scattered amidst
tubes of paint and slabs of canvas are
such unusual items as toy army men,
ancient Burger King cups, red plastic
cows and potatoes. Lots of potatoes.
"My friends and I used to eat potatoes a lot," she explains, "mainly
because we were poor and couldn't
afford to eat anything else. And we
came up with this funny gimmick
about God. God was anything that
made you happy. Beer was 'God in a
Can' and Carmex Up Balm was 'God
in a Jar.' But the biggest god of all
was the Great Potatoliod.
What began as a "gimmick"
evolved into a series of award-winning art about potatoes. Lynn, a grad-

uate assistant in the School of Art.
calls herself a "maker of stuff'
rather than a painter or an artist.
Working in mixed-media, a conglomeration of metals, wood, plastics and
just about anything else, her creations transcend what most people
would consider to be art.
"The Great Potato God is a joke."
she says with more than a little hint of
sarcasm in her voice. "It's a parody
on religion in general. But more than
that, it's an attack on the sort of
narrow-mindedness that is common
when people don't really understand
something." Lynn is fascinated with
many common objects, like potatoes,
an interest that stems from her days
as an undergraduate student at the
University otTexas, El Paso. She was
particularly influenced by the punk-
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Jtk—m'i "Mad Dog" was created especially for "Friday.'
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Turns any objects from potatoes
rode scene there, which she found to
be very individualistic and creative.
"Dematerialization" is the term
Lynn uses to describe what she attempts to achieve with her art, making an object appear to be something
that it's not by putting it in a different
context. "Things have the capability
to become something different, just
by patting them someplace that
they're not supposed to be. They take
on a different form, and a new mean_ s in point, a recent work entitled
"Geometric Spuds." Five blocks of
wood, cut into the shape of oversized
potatoes and painted yellow, are impaled with dozens of green nails and
set on a large multi-colored piece of
canvas. The pieces of wood spring to
life as giant bugs, and the nails, out of

Lyan Johnson surrounds herself with her materials as she tolls on her latest potato project
PHMMhMSs tman

to scrap metal into a work of art
their "everyday" context, appear to
be legs or feelers.
Another interesting work is called
"Ritual Dance of the Great Potato
God." The work, made of bronze and
wood, features three small children
(each about one and a half inches
high) dancing around two shocking
pink potatoes set in a "T" shape on a
thin skewer. Bach of the children
holds a chair overhead, as if waving it
Sand down ceremoniously, and the
ole ritual is set atop a square block
of wood painted deep blue and
streaked with bright greens and yellows. The work won the James W.
Strong Achievement Award and was
sold for $390.

ing a certain innocence of vision and it's 'wrong' to do things in a certain
form. "Children have such a wonder- way. They have such an inventive
imagination and that's the main thing
that I try to carry into ray own work.
"Children have such a

Lynn is also fascinated by children's art, which she sees as embody-

ful aesthetic sense, like they haven't
been ruined yet. They don't know that

wonderful aesthetic
sense, like they
haven't been ruined
yet. They have such
an Inventive Imagination and that's the
main thing that I try to
carry Into my own
work."

Lynn is presently working on the
latest in the Great Potato God series.
One piece, called "Meat and Potato
Man, features not only the ever-present potato but also some plastic toy
cows ("toys are God, too''). She is
also busy with the ultimate spudwork,
"Potato God Goes To Hell."
So while most people think that
beauty is in the eye of the beholder,
Lynn Johnson is taking a different
route. Her beauty, at least for now, is
in the eye of the potato.
Greg Klerki is a senior magazine
journalism major from ML Clemens,
Mich.

She's into a
world
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Instructor designs for area businesses

by Laura S. Myers
Many University students have sat,
beer in hand, gazing at the mural on
the interior wall of Howards Club H
wondering, "who painted those creatures, anyway?"
One of the artists responsible for
creating this unique painting at 210 N.
Main a. is Tony Duda, a visiting lecturer at the University. Duda, a parttime instructor, teaches graphic design.
Chances are if you're one of those
people who sit and stare at the mural,
you ve tried to imagine what the
artist might look like. Most people
probably wouldn't picture a professional graphic designer as being the
man behind the brush.
In fact, Duda holds a full-time job
at an advertising agency in Toledo as
a graphic designer/illustrator.
However, he hardly portrays a
three-piece suit image, either. To
meet Duda, one can easily imagine
him beer in one hand, brush in the
other, creating little green men on the
walls of one of BG's hottest bars.
His long hair and casual attitude
give him the look of an artist, one

who's creative enough to work miracles on a simple brick wall.
According to Duda, a friend of his,
Jim Darke, actually came up with the
idea for the mural. It started out as a
simple sketch, and when Darke
showed it to Duda, they decided to
expand on the idea.
At the time the two men were
renting artist's studios above Howards. "We took the sketch down and

showed it to the owner, Just for fun,"
Duda said. "He liked it so much, he
said he would trade us rent (for the
studios) for doing the painting on the
wan."
Duda and Darke then spent four
Sundays working on the mural.
"Jim is heavily into science fiction," Duda said. "We wanted to
create something similar to the bar
scene from Star Wars."

This week on the music charts
HOT SINGLES
l."Cant Fight This Feeling" REO
Speedwagon (Epic)
2. "The Heat Is On" Glenn Frey
(MCA)
3."Material Girl" Madonna (Sire)
4."California Girls" David Lee
Roth (Warner Bros.)
5. "One More Night" Phil Collins
(Atlantic)
6. "Too Late For Goodbyes" Julian
Lennon (Atlantic)
7."Careless Whisper" Wham (Columbia)

FMDAY/lta/UM

This motley crew on the wall of Howard's CJuo H displays an unusual clientele.

8."Lover Girl" Teena Marie (Epic)
9."Private Dancer" Tina Turner
(Capitol)
10\ "Relax" Frankie Goes to Hollywood (ZTT-Island)
ALBUMS
l."Make It Big" Wham (Columbia)Platinum (More than 1 million units
sold.)
2."Centerfield" John Fogerty
(Warner Bros.)
3."Born in the U.S.A." Bruce
Springsteen (Columbia(-Platinum
4."Like a Virgin" Madonna (Sire)-

Platinum
5.'"Beverly Hills Cop' Soundtrack"
(MCA)-Gold (More than 500,000 units
sold.)
8."Agent Provocateur" Foreigner
(Atlantic (-Platinum
7."Wheels Are Turning" REO
Speedwagon (Epic)
S."No Jacket Required" Phil Collins (Atlantic)
9."Private Dancer" Tina Turner
(Capitol)-Platinum
10."Reckless" Bryan Adams
(AfcM)-Platinum

He said Darke created some characters, then let Duda fill in the holes.
"I created the more human-looking
creatures," Duda said, attempting to
dodge responsibility for the strangerlooking figures.
Duda's work can also be noticed on
the walls of Sam-B's, 107 State St.
Besides various signs throughout the
bar, he also painted the clouds that
seem to float along the back wall of
the building.
Although his work can be seen
throughout Bowling Green and Toledo, Duda still remains remarkably
modest about his work. He believes
that everyone is talented at something. He said he's just lucky enough
to be able to make money doing
something at which he's good.
"I'm no more talented than anyone
else," he said. "I don't even know if
you could call it a talent -1 just like
what I do."
Fortunately for Duda, others like
what he "do,'' too.
Laura S. Myers is a junior public
relations major from Findlay, Ohio.

QUQDQNQE
MARCH SPECIAL:
$

El Enchilada Suprema 3.95

SUNDAY-THURSDAY
The Best Appetizers in Town are 1/2 Price After 10 pm!!
352-1092
110 N. Main
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Ex-Eagle Don Henley flies high with 'Beast'
by Mike Lawson
After the Eagles left their nest in
the heart of American rock-and-roll,
each member embarked on a soulsearching-cum-musical pilgrimmage. Gaming momentum each step
of the way. Don Henley perched himself upon his destiny and developed
into the most consistent songsmith to
emerge from one of America's most
prolific groups of the 1970s.
With the release of his premier 1982
solo effort "I Can't Stand Still" and
accompanying hit single "Dirty Laundry," Don Henley began building a
powerful new sound. His latest album
"Building the Perfect Beast" is on a
rampage - laced with overt personal

sentiment and covert sociopolitical
commentary. The work is a barrage
of techno-rock, thundering momentum, and apocalyptic power.
Launching into side one, the hit
single "The Boys of Summer" provides a haunting, emotional reflection
to faded summer romances. The sentiment of side one is tainted with
negativism ("You Can't Make Love"
and "Not Enough Love in the
World"), but Henley sounds reminiscent of his Eagles years ("Take It
to the Limit") on the soothing ballad
"You're Not Drinking Enough."
' On side two, Henley segues into
much of the same negativism with his
references and warnings of impending doom on the eerie ''Building the

Perfect Beast."("H'e're shakto' up
those building blocks/ Going deeper
into that box/Pandora wouldn't like
tL") Amidst searing synthesizer embellishments and delightful dance
floor rhythms, Henley details the results of subversive American expansionism in "All She Wants to Do Is
Dance."
To hit closer to home, he stalks
caustically into the tales of urban
entrapment in "Sunset Grill." ("You
see a lot wore meanness in the city/
It's the kind that eats you up inside/
Hard to come away with anything
that feels like dignity/ Hard to get
borne with any pride/')
Side two closes the cage on this
album with a chilling, melancholic

feeling that commands a look out the
window to make sure the world is still
there. However, the lasting impression of Henley's musical integrity and
ingenuity is compelling. Don Henley his (ex) Eagle continues to fly high.
On a scale of 1 to 10, this album
rates a 9.
Mike Lawson is a Junior business
administration major from Marion,
Ohio.

Sketch artist demonstrates craft in the sun
by Andrew Perles
Every February, Cedar Point
comes to the University to recruit
students to operate its amusement
park. Some jobs involve running a
roller coaster, selling tickets, entertaining, even sweeping the sidewalks.
But for one University student,
sketching portraits all summer provides a chance to bone artistic skills
and make some money.
Diane Basilone, junior One arts
major, has been a sketch artist at
Cedar Point for the past four summers. The work is hard, but the rewards are unmatched, she said.
Basilone obtained her Job as an
artist while still attending Huron High
School in Huron, Ohio. She filled out
an application and was granted a
personal interview. After a few weeks
of waiting, she was invited to Cedar
Point to demonstrate her artistic ability.
The pay rate for sketch artists is
different than for most park employees, Basilone said. The "sketehers"
work strictly on commission. This
means that salesmanship plays a big
part in being successful.
Artists have to "sell" their sendee
to the public by approaching passers-

by and tempting them to have a
sketch done.
Monetary rewards are second to
the experience one gains as an artist
at "The Point," Basilone said, adding
that she feels she has sharpened her
skills in portrait drawing.

With chalk and pastels, Basilone

and the other artists sketch serious,
in-depth portraits or caricatures,
which are comical representations of
people's faces.
Through this employment, Cedar
Point gives novice artists a good
chance to display their talents to
millions of patrons each summer.
Once artists have developed the
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demonstrated her ability
with this caricature at a
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campus celebrity.

(Hurt: He's married t* the president'! wife)

basic skill of drawing portraits and
working with chalk, they can earn
extra money doing other Jobs. For
example, many off-season Cedar
Point artists sketch at county fairs,
parties and city zoos.
Cedar Point policy encourages artists to produce a portrait within three
to five minutes, Basilone said, which
takes many weeks of practice.
"These sketches are products of
Cedar Point and critiam on them
shouldn't be taken personally," Basilone said. This advice is especially
important to artists who have never
worked closely with the public, she
said.
Working at Cedar Point offers other
rewards, Basilone said, such as longlasting friendships. This is especially
true of the elite group of 20 artists
hired at the park each summer. "It
takes an artist to know an artist,"
said Basilone.
For this reason, one can understand
why the word "family" is used to
describe the sketehers. When you
work six days a week nine hours a
day, with one group of people, you
become extremely close.
Andrew Perks, a Cedar Point once, is a Junior Journalism major
i Ashland, Ohio.

ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPFCERS!
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Is looking for PHOTOGRAPHERS who would like to be published in the
Spring, 1985, photo section. All kinds of photography welcome! Please submit
at least six (6) black and white prints (at least 5" x 7") by MARCH 7 at 5:00
pm in the Miscellany mailbox, 103 University Hall. Prints can be returned.
Mark entries with name, address and phone number. Questions? Contact the
editor also at the Miscellany mailbox.
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Campus designers display their sense of today's fashion

The Fashion Mercmamdhttng Association displays their wares.
by Janet Schreck
Color was plentiful as the models
displayed both designer and commercial fashions at the "Fashion Extravaganza" sponsored by the Fashion
Merchandising Association (FMA) on
Monday night at the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom.
Utilising the theme of an extravaganza, the fashion show consisted of
three segments: "Spring into Fashion," "Insight to Design" and "An
Evening of Elegance."
FMA sponsors fashion shows during both fall and spring semesters,
but the show held in toe spring is
usually longer and more involved,
according to Roseann Bacha, junior
fashion merchandising major and
president of FMA.
During the first segment, "Spring
into Fashion," the models displayed
merchandise from many Bowling
Green and Toledo clothing stores.
"An Evening of Elegance.''the last
section, featured spring bridal and
evening wear, also contributed by
area merchants.

Both of these sections were fastmoving and entertaining, but it was
the "Insight to Design" segment that
stole the show.
Designed by 12 FMA members, the
fashions used in this part of the show
ranged from casual wear to evening
gowns, from overcoats to theatrical
costumes.
Although most of the designers
were fashion merchandising majors,
the emphasis and direction that each
employed was unique.
Natalie Hutton, Junior fashion merchandising major, designed an outfit
which utilized frugality, as well as
ingenuity. She made a summer suit
from curtains that were purchased at
a thrift shop.
Costumes designed for the play
"Hot'l Baltimore" were displayed.
Lilah Davis, senior fashion merchandising major, designed the outfits for
the performance at the University
last year. She is currently working as
a costumer for the theater department.
In addition to the various emphasis
taken by the designers, many had

Huey Lewis to record next disc
TEMPE, Ariz. (AP)
on a visit to Tempe for a sold-out
- His last gold album, "Sports," concert as the 14-month "Sports Tour
hangs in his bathroom, and rock '84" wound down.
singer Huey Lewis isn't sure when
another will join it.
While Lewis and The News dream
up their encore album, a fifth single
"It's a little bit scary. I'm a little "Bad Is Bad" climbs the charts. A
apprehensive," said Lewis. "Well video for it was shot in January in the
probably go back in the studio in band's stomping grounds of Mill ValMarch or April. What's going to be on ley. Calif.
the next record? I wish I knew."
"Making records and videos, is
"Sports" was one of 1984's biggest about patience and perfection and
albums, selling more than 5 million carefulness whereas playing live is
copies and spawning four Top 10 sin- about improvisation and spontaneity
gles for Huey Lewis and The News: and energy," be said. "That's really
"Heart and Soul," "I Want a New the thrill for me. That's what rock 'n'
Drug," "If This Is It" and "The Heart roll is really all about. I don't think
of Rock & Roll."
anything will ever take the place of a
live gig/'
' 'What happened with that record is
something you can't account for, and
Born Hugh Anthony Cregg HI in
that's momentum. It just built up and New York, Lewis hitchhiked across
it still hasn't stopped,'' said Lewis, 34, the U.S. and Europe after high school

particular characteristics or themes
that were carried throughout their
works.
Kelly Burt, senior fashion merchandising major, has a particular
interest in other cultures, which was
apparent in her designs. Burt is currently designing costumes for the
University Performing Dancers.
According to Bacha, the fashions
presented in the "Insight to Design"
section were designed for different
reasons.
"Some of the designs shown were
done in classes. Others were experimentals, which were designed and
made by the student and are not taken
from a pattern. I wanted to do something special for the show, so I designed my sister's prom gown,"
Bacha said.
The time necessary to design and
sew an outfit varies greatly according
to the complexity and intricacy of the
garment, she said.
"The idea for the gown that I made
for the show didn't take very long.
However, it took me at least 20 hours
to sew it. It took four hours to handstitch the hem, which was six feet
wide,"said Bacha.
Then there is the show itself.
"Those that work on the show get
the experience of teaming to work
with other people. They also sain
experience in presenting themselves
to merchants when asking them to
contribute clothes for the show,"
Bacha explained.
The general chairperson, Beth Fernandez, was responsible for obtaining
the fashions from the merchants,
according to Bacha. However, many
other FMA members also contacted
merchants.
Merchants in the Bowling Green
area are generally favorable to having their merchandise modeled, since
it Is a source of advertising, Bacha
explained.
''Usually it is harder to get the
Toledo merchants to agree, but this
year we didnt have any problems. All
of the Toledo merchants had heard of
the show and were interested in bavtheir clothes modeled," Bacha
Janet Schreck Is a senior public
relations major from Shelby, (Mo.

with a knapsack and a harmonica
before settling in San Francisco in the
lateTOs.
He frequented a bar where two
local country-rock bands played Clover and Soundhole - and the bands'
members eventually formed The
News.
Their self-titled debut album in I960
met with limited success. But a second effort in 1982 called "Picture
This" contained the hit singles "Do
You Believe in Love" and^Tvorkin'
for a Ltving."
"We're not an overnight success. It
actually took three weeks," said the
cleft-chinned Lewis with a laugh.
"We've been on the road for about 15
years now, but don't tell anybody. It's
better to be thought of as an overnight
success than no success at all." \tiU,Mm

